The next-item recommendation has attracted great research interests with both static and dynamic users' preferences considered. Existing approaches typically utilize user-item binary relations, and assume a flat preference distribution over items for each user. However, this assumption neglects the hierarchical discrimination between user intentions and user preferences, causing the methods have limited capacity to depict intention-specific preference. In fact, a consumer's purchasing behavior involves a natural sequential process, i.e., he/she first has an intention to buy one type of items, followed by choosing a specific item according to his/her preference under this intention. To this end, we propose a novel key-array memory network (KA-MemNN), which takes both user intentions and preferences into account for next-item recommendation. Specifically, the user behavioral intention tendency is determined through key addressing. Further, each array outputs an intention-specific preference representation of a user. Then, the degree of user's behavioral intention tendency and intention-specific preference representation are combined to form a hierarchical representation of a user. This representation is further utilized to replace the static profile of users in traditional matrix factorization for the purposes of reasoning. The experimental results on real-world data demonstrate the advantages of our approach over state-of-the-art methods.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems (RSs) can help users find their preferred items from a vast number of choices, thus can enhance user experiences. Moreover, they allow platforms, such as Amazon, Tmall, and Uber, to increase user engagement and derive new business value. In fact, user behavior data (e.g., click, purchase, and check-in) is growing exponentially and has been sequentially collected by the platforms as a knowledge source to be fed into RSs. For instance, 62 million user trips were accumulated in July 2016 by Uber, and more than 10 billion check-ins were generated by over 50 million users at Foursquare [34] . As a result, next-item RSs, which recommend the next item to users according to their interests, are becoming a hot research topic in recent years [10, 18, 30, 33] .
Along this line, efforts have been made to combine information on users' previously (also called long-term) and recently (also called short-term) accessed items in different ways. This combination has been proven effective for next-item recommendation tasks, since it can depict the static and dynamic preferences of a user simultaneously [7] . Existing next-item recommendation approaches usually model users' preferences by utilizing user-item binary relations and basing item sequences. As a result, they have a limited modeling capacity in capturing sequential characteristics over context/side information, such as the sequences of item categories [12] . Besides, existing methods assume a flat preference distribution over items for each user and neglects the hierarchical distinction between user intentions and user preferences, which makes it hard to fully exploit users' structural decision patterns for user preferences learning.
To address the above issues, we introduce the concept of user intention and utilize item category information to assist in modelling user preferences. Although user intention modeling has been a research topic for a long time in marketing [22] , it is hard to transfer these modeling methods to RSs. Thus, instead of trying to investigate the behavioral intentions, we use the category of items
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? ? ? Figure 1 : An illustration of the user's hierarchical model, which extends user-item binary relations to user-intentionitem triadic relations, where the intention is indicated by the product category to be bought in this case, and the intention-item relations imply user preferences.
the user desires to represent them directly. Some examples are listed as follows: different product categories such as clothing and electronics, different service types such as dining and entertainment, and different area types such as tourism region and commercial district. Despite its simplicity, category information provides an intuitive way to represent users' behavioral intentions. Generally, a user makes decisions with consideration of both his/her intentions and preferences [18] , and decision-making involves a natural sequential process. For instance, to purchase an item or visit a point-of-interest (POI), the decision process can be roughly divided into two steps. The first step is related to his intentions, i.e., a high-level selection, and the second step relies on his preferences to make a specific selection. A specific example of this circumstance would be, after a person purchases a pair of trousers, she may also have an intention to select one top which matches the trousers to complete the whole look. Then, she would consider which top is preferred for purchase. This decision process can be based on user-intention-item triadic relations, as shown in Figure  1 . Compared to user-item binary relations, the user-intention-item triadic relations can describe more elaborate decision processes of users because the flat user preference distribution over items is refined into specific categories/intentions.
To this end, in this paper, we propose a novel model, namely Key-Array Memory Neural Network (KA-MemNN), in which user behavioral intentions and user preferences are combined to form hierarchical and well-rounded representations of users. Specifically, we first generate user-specific category/intention embeddings through an attention network, which is fed with related items and guided by the target user. Then, we evaluate users' intention tendencies through category addressing, followed by an aggregation of the items retrieved from a memory bank (MB) to summarize the intention-specific preference of users. All intention-specific preference representations are further summarized to output a more wellrounded one. This representation is adjusted according to the longand short-term MBs. Finally, to learn the parameters, a pairwise loss function is applied to conventional matrix factorization (MF), but the static representations of users are replaced with the outputs of KA-MemNN. Our contributions are summarized as follows: 1) We utilize hierarchical and well-rounded representations of users based on user-intention-item triadic relations for next-item recommendation. 2) We design a memory network, i.e., KA-MemNN, to model user behavioral intentions and preferences based on both long-and short-term information. 3) We perform experiments on real-world data, and the results show that our model consistently outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of AUC (area under the curve) and Recall evaluation metrics.
RELATED WORK
Our KA-MemNN model addresses the next-item recommendation problems, and it conducts representation learning for users through a memory neural network (MemNN). Therefore, our method is related to state-of-the-art next-item approaches, i.e., Markov chains (MCs) and neural networks (NNs) including representation learning and MemNNs.
MCs have become classic tools to handle users' sequentially generated behaviors through sequential pattern mining [24, 32] and transition modeling [21, 36] . For instance, based on the insight that frequent patterns can be utilized to predict the next items users will access, [32] emphasizes personalities in their model by discovering user-specific frequent patterns. In contrast, [21] proposed FPMC which directly utilizes matrix factorization (MF) to capture users' general tastes and combines MF with a first-order MC to predict the next item based on the recent items by learning a transition graph over the items. To alleviate problems caused by sparsity issues and long-tailed distributions, [7] proposed FOSSIL, which further integrates FPMC with a similarity-based method, i.e. FISM [14] . These methods attempt to combine user long-term and short-term preferences. Nevertheless, the sequential factors and personalities are not adequately utilized to mine item-item relations, which may impair the recommendation performance [27] .
In recent years, researchers have begun to embrace NNs in RSs since deep learning has achieved tremendous success in many tasks [5, 9, 23] . For instance, [8] and [29] designed B-Interaction and attentional pooling layers respectively, to automatically learn secondorder feature interaction based on traditional factorization machine technology. [28] and [16] employed recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to conduct user long-time visit prediction and real-time location prediction by exploring trajectory data. However, items in a session may not follow a rigidly sequential order in many real scenarios, e.g., items in a shopping cart, where RNN is not applicable. Beyond that, hierarchical representation learning has attracted immense attention. These methods usually combine users' previously and recently accessed items differently to learn highlevel representations. For instance, [10] and [27] both employed a two-layer structure to construct a hybrid representation over users and items. [34] argued that the weights of different components should not be fixed and thus proposed an attention-based SHAN (the sequential hierarchical attention network). Our work follows this pipeline and constructs hierarchical representations for users, but the main difference being that we utilize two types of sessions simultaneously, (i.e. item and category sessions), by considering user-category-item triadic relations.
MemNNs have been proven useful for a variety of document reading and question answering (QA) tasks, such as end-end memory neural networks (EE-MemNNs) [25] and key-value memory neural networks (KV-MemNNs) [19] . The memory component, i.e., the memory bank, of MemNNs can increase modeling capacity as well as generate a more informative representation of historical knowledge to track long-term dependencies. However, the applications of MemNNs in RSs usually base item sequences [2] . Limited work utilizes MemNNs with taxonomy information. Recently, a non-session approach CMN (a collaborative memory network) [4] was proposed. CMN takes the users who have co-click/co-visitation behaviors with the target user on a specific item as the neighborhoods. These neighborhoods are stored into internal memory to accumulate local neighborhood-based information. However, CMN learns static representations of users, and thus, it is inadequate for users' dynamic preference modeling. Our method is also related to TMRN [12] in which memory neural networks have been first combined with taxonomy information. However, TMRN attempts to encode the hierarchical category semantics without incorporating item information, which cannot fully exploit the link information from user-category-item triadic relations.
THE PROPOSED METHOD 3.1 Problem Formulation
Let U, I, and G represent the sets of users, items, and categories (categories and intentions have no distinction in this paper), respectively. I p ⊆ I is an item subset which records the items belonging to the category p ∈ G. An item a ∈ I may belong to multiple categories which are denoted by the category subset G a ⊆ G. A user i ∈ U has two related behavior sequences: item sessions and category sessions.
is the t-th item session (resp. category session) following the timestamps. For a fixed time t, the session A i s = A i t and S i s = S i t can reflect user i's short-term intentions and preferences, while the sessions before the timestamp t denoted by
can reflect user i's long-term intentions and preferences. Formally, given a user and two item sessions S i l and S i s along with two corresponding category sessions A i l and A i s , we aim to recommend the next items through mining userintention-item triadic relations.
Overview
Our KA-MemNN shown as Figure 2 has three core components: the attention neural network (ANN), the key-array memory bank (KA-MB), and the hierarchical weighting unit (HWU). ANN takes the target user and related visited items as input to generate userspecific category embeddings. The HWU learns user-category-item relations. The KA-MB, which organizes a user's past behaviors, supports the HWU as an input. More specifically, two KA-MBs, i.e., the long-and short-term KA-MBs, organize the pair of (S i l , A i l ) and the pair of (S i s , A i s ), respectively. By querying and reading the corresponding KA-MB, the HWU in each hop generates hybrid embeddings for users. Then, through two hops of accumulation, we obtain users' final preference representations. Theoretically, we can construct one KA-MB for each item session in S i along with its corresponding category session in A i . In practice however, due to the sparsity of user's behavior data and to simplify the process of investigating users' sequential behaviors, we only construct the Long-term KA-MB Short-term KA-MB
1-hop 2-hop
Final preference representation Figure 2 : The overview of the network architecture.
aforementioned KA-MBs. Next, we introduce each part of our model in detail.
General Embedding Construction
Since the basic IDs of users and items (i.e., one-hot representations) have a very restricted representation capability, we first employ two separate fully connected layers with the weight matrices U ∈ R N ×K and V ∈ R M ×K to construct two continuous lowdimensional embeddings of users and items, respectively, where N and M are the numbers of users and items, while K is the dimensionality of vectors. Here, we only feed the fully connected layer network with one-hot representations of users (or items), and then the network outputs the corresponding embeddings denoted as the bold lowercase u i ∈ R K for user i, i.e., the i-th row of U (or v a ∈ R K for item a, i.e., the a-th row of V ). Both u i and v a are reshaped into a column vector. We call these u i and v a as the general/static embeddings of users and items since they only reflect users' general preferences and do not differentiate between users' new and old behaviors. This is the critical limitation of non-session RSs, such as BPR [20] and CMN [4] , and we address this problem by introducing the session-based KA-MB, which will be discussed later.
Semantic Category Embedding Construction
Instead of constructing the embeddings of categories based on primary IDs, in this paper, we generate a more informative representation using taxonomy information by employing an attention network, which is based on the users' and items' embeddings. The attention mechanism shares the intuition that humans pay attention to only the most important parts of the target, and has been successfully applied in many applications such as machine translation [1] , image captioning [26] , and textual content modeling [31] . Recently, some RSs incorporate a neural attention layer in their models to learn representations with limited knowledge of the whole context [11, 35] . However, these learned representations have no relations with the categories of items, and thus cannot draw user-specific category embeddings based on items.
In Figure 3a , we construct semantic category embeddings for each user by designing ANN as follows:
Next, we implement ANN by introducing an attention function and an aggregation function.
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Then, an aggregation function д is adopted to generate a summarized representation c i p ∈ R K .
We implement f by a neural network as follows:
where W ∈ R K ×K and b 0 ∈ R K are the model parameters. We first feed the dense embedding vector of items through a multilayer perceptron (MLP) [6] to get the hidden representation h a . Then, h a is utilized with the target representation u i to generate the weights. ϕ(·) is the activation function and we utilize two RELU functions [17] to enhance the nonlinear capability and filter out some trivial information. Finally, we generate the user-specific representation of categories as a sum of the item embeddings weighted by the importance scores as follows:
c i p incorporates the information of all observed items belonging to category p of user i.
KA-MB & HWU
After obtaining the embeddings of users, items, and categories, we can schedule them into memory to extract vital information. The static representation u i is often utilized to make recommendations in conventional approaches. However, in addition to the immutable characteristics in users' preferences, there are many influential and dynamic factors affecting users' decisions, such as fashion trends and promotion activities. Thus, we should update users' representations based on the static representation u i and the user's recently accessed categories and items. We define two KA-MBs as two pairs of memory slots, i.e., (C i t , V i t ), t ∈ {l, s}, to store user i's long-and short-term sessions:
of u i as follows:
Next, we implement HWU hierarchically by introducing two operations on KA-MBs, i.e., array aggregation and key addressing.
Array Aggregation: The purpose of this step is to generate category-specific representations shown as z i,t ,p in Figure 3b . The aggregation operation is a set function, which maps a block of a matrix, i.e.,V i t ,p , to one single vector, i.e., z i,t ,p . In this work, we study three typical aggregation operations on each matrix block V i t ,p as follows. * average pooling: It is a linear and nondistinctive combination of the values in the array.
where z i,t ,p ∈ R K and the function averaдe(·) computes the mean over all row vectors. In such a case, all weights in
shown in Figure 3b are equal to the value of
* weighted average pooling: Similar to average pooling, however the impact from each item is distinguished by the linking strength between the item and the current status of the user. Weighted average pooling is set as the default aggregation operation in our model unless otherwise stated. This is because it achieves the best performance over other pooling approaches.
z i,t ,p = γ i ⊤ ·V i t ,p * max pooling: It extracts the maximum value of each dimension over all elements' embeddings read from the KA-MB as the the value of the new vector.
where the function max(·) extracts the maximum value of each column vector. Key Addressing: During key addressing, each category p in the A i t is assigned a relevance probability, e.g., β i p in Figure 3b , by comparing the target user's embedding to each category's embedding.
Combining with z i,t ,p , we obtain a hybrid representation as follows: u
KA-MemNN
The framework of KA-MemNN is shown as Figure 2 . Besides the KA-MBs and the HWU, we have two additional user-independent time-aware units shown as T s in the figure just like [19] . These units are implemented as RELU functions with the parameters R l ∈ R K ×K and R s ∈ R K ×K , and two corresponding bias vectors b l ∈ R K and b s ∈ R K . Then, all operations are listed as follows: update Θ by the gradient descent optimization 8: end for 9: until convergence 10: return Θ The u s i is the final representation that does not only contain the information of the user's general preference, but also has a dynamic response to users' current behaviors. Moreover, it is learned by uncovering the relations over the users, categories, and items.
Model Learning
After the final user representation has been learned, we further utilize it with item representations to predict the scores from a user to items as follows:r
Next, we employ a pairwise loss function, which is introduced in [20] , to train our model. We randomly select a positive example a + from the current visited session of user i, i.e., a + ∈ S i s , and a negative example a − from unvisited items which have a same category with the positive example, i.e., a − ∈ (∪ p ∈ G a + I p )\(S i l ∪ S i s ). Then we define a pairwise orderr i,a + >r i,a − based on the assumption that users prefer observed item a + rather than unobserved item a − when both of them belong to the same category. The final optimization function is as follows: arg min
where D is the set of examples,
are the sets of model parameters, λ = {λ uv , λ r wb } is the set of regularization parameters, and σ (x) = 1 1+e −x is a logistic function. The detailed learning algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Once the model has been learned, we recommend the items with the largest scoresr i,a to user i.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we empirically evaluate that our proposed approach outperforms start-of-the-art baselines as well as validate that the components in our model can improve the recommendation performances with respect to multiple metrics. 
Experimental Setup
Datasets. Tmall dataset [10] and Gowalla dataset [3] are employed to conduct our experiments. Tmall, which is the IJCAI-15 competition dataset 1 , records users' historical purchase behaviors on China's largest online shopping platform 2 , while Gowalla 3 collects users' check-in information including the time and locations of check-ins. We choose purchase behaviors in Tmall and checkin behaviors in Gowalla to explore users' preferences. For both datasets, we extract the data generated in the last seven months and items which have been observed by more than 20 users to form the final datasets. Similar to [34] , user behaviors in each day are treated as a session, while all singleton sessions, i.e., containing only one item are also excluded. We treat the last sessions of 20% of the users randomly selected as test sessions and randomly remove one item in each test session as the next item to be predicted. Then, all sessions, including already processed ones are split into long-and short-term sessions to train the model. The descriptive statistics of both datasets are summarized in Table 1 . Note that the categories in Tmall and the region grids of size 1 × 1km 2 in Gowalla, which is divided according to the Geographic Information System (GIS) coordinates, are treated as behavioral intentions, respectively.
Baselines. We compare our model with the following baseline algorithms, including non-session recommendation, session-based recommendation, and hierarchical representation approaches. Models are tuned for best performance through tuning of parameters, such as the dimensionality K is set to 50, λ uv = λ r wb = 0.001 for Tmall dataset and λ uv = 0.05, λ r wb = 0.001 for Gowalla dataset. We utilize Adam [15] to optimize the training process, with initial learning rates are set to 0.05 for both datasets.
1) BPR [20] . A traditional latent factor CF (collaborative filtering) model which optimizes a pairwise loss function. 2) CMN [4] . A non-session memory network, which takes users' neighborhoods as the values in the memory bank. We set the number of the hops to 2 since it achieves the best performance on the datasets. 3) FPMC [21] . This method models user preferences by combining MF, which captures users' general preference and a first-order MC to predict the user' next action. 4) FOSSIL [7] . This method integrates factored item similarity with MC to model a user's long-and shortterm preferences. Note that we set µ u and µ as single scalar since the length of each session is variable. 5) HRM [27] . This method generates a hierarchical user representation to capture sequential information and general tastes. We use max pooling as the aggregation operation because this achieves the best result. 6) SHAN [34] . This model employs two attention networks to mine users' long-and short-term preferences. 7) TMRN [12] . also a memory neural network. It combines taxonomy information and encodes the hierarchical category semantics without incorporating item information. In this paper, we set the number of hops to one as we do not have detailed taxonomy information.
Metrics. We employ two commonly used metrics, Recall and AUC, to evaluate the performance of methods for next-item recommendation. The first metric evaluates the fraction of ground truth items that have been retrieved over the total amount of ground truth items, while the second metric evaluates how highly ground truth items have been ranked over all items. The larger the values of both Recall and AUC metrics, the better the performance. Figure 4 compares the performances of our KA-MemNN model and the baselines on the Tmall and Gowalla datasets regarding Recall and AUC metrics. From the figure, we make the following key observations. 1) Our proposed method KA-MemNN outperforms all baselines including non-session approaches, i.e., BPR and CMN, traditional MC-based next item recommendation methods, i.e., FPMC and FOSSIL, the state-of-the-art hierarchical representation methods, i.e., HRM and SHAN, and a taxonomy-aware MemNN method, i.e., TMRN, on both two datasets. For example, at Recall@20, KA-MemNN improves 8.67% and 10.83% compared with the second-best method, i.e., TMRN, on the Tmall and Gowalla datasets, respectively, although TMRN also achieves excellent performance. This observation empirically verifies the superiority of our proposed KA-MemNN concerning next recommendation problems with respect to Recall and AUC metrics. Since only KA-MemNN and TMRN utilize taxonomy information, the reason behind this improvement might lie in the fact that the auxiliary information can enrich the representations of users. Even so, KA-MemNN outperforms TMRN, which maybe because TMRN cannot fully exploit the link information from user-category-relations as aforementioned.
Comparison of Performance
2) The performances of session-based methods including KA-MemNN, TMRN, SHAN, and HRM are better than those of BPR and CMN methods, which neglect the sequential information, depicted by a substantial improvement gap, e.g., 13 .58% on Tmall and 30.30% on Gowalla in relation to Recall@20 between KA-MemNN and BPR. This indicates that the combination of users' long-and short-term behaviors is necessary to promote recommendation performance, and users' current intentions and preferences have a large influence on users' next behaviors.
3) The performance of CMN is better than that of BPR, although both of them are non-session approaches. The reason for this may lie in the fact CMN accumulates useful knowledge from the memory banks to form informative representations of users, which verifies the effectiveness of MemNNs as well.
Influence of Components
Influence of the Category Embedding. To gain further insight into the influence of ANN, we propose two simplified versions of KA-MemNN: a general category embeddings version called GC-MemNN and a no category embeddings version called NC-MemNN. GC-MemNN eliminates the attention layer between categories and items and generates an additional embedding matrix for categories, such as user embeddings and item embeddings. In contrast to GC-MemNN which still retains the relationship between categories and items, NC-MemNN excludes category information and directly aggregates item embeddings without key addressing. This method is more like traditional EE-MemNNs. We also apply Recall@N = ∥Rec@N ∩G a + ∥ ∥ G a + ∥ to evaluate the performance on category predictions, where Rec@N is the set of the categories which the top-N recommended items belong to, and a + is the observed item in the test dataset. Due to space limitation, we show the results under the metric of Recall@20 [34] . In addition, we evaluate the score of each category as an average of the scores of its items. This way the intention-based AUC can also reflect the performance of item recommendations. Table 2 shows that on both datasets, KA-MemNN has the best performance regarding item-based and intention-based Recall@20 and AUC, followed by GC-MemNN. This indicates that the architecture of KA-MemNN is effective, and the user intention information enhances the performance when conducting next-item recommendation. This conclusion is further validated by the observation that the performance of GC-MemNN is better than those of NC-MemNN and TMRN (TMRN is selected since it achieves the best performance over the other baselines). Although GC-MemNN learns a general category representation for all users, it still considers the information of categories compared to NC-MemNN, which promotes the performance. We argue the reason why the performance of GC-MemNN is not as good as KA-MemNN is because of the latter's Influence of Long-and Short-term MBs. To explore the influence of long-and short-term MBs, we further propose the additional three simplified versions of KA-MemNN, namely L-MemNN, S-MemNN, and LS-MemNN. Compared to the framework of KA-MemNN, the simplified versions only have one hop, e.g., 1-hop in Figure 2 . More specifically, the framework of L-MemNN and S-MemNN only has long-term KA-MB and short-term KA-MB, respectively. For LS-MemNN, we will fill one KA-MB with all sessions of the target user, i.e., S i l ∪ S i s and A i l ∪ A i s . Table 3 shows that the approaches fed with more or newer users' behavior data generally perform better. For example, the performances of S-MemNN and LS-MemNN are better than that of L-MemNN on both datasets in terms of the item-and category-based Recall@20 and AUC. Additionally, we can guess that the preferences of users on Tmall are more sensitive to time changes compared to that of users on Gowalla, since the performance of S-MemNN on Tmall is even better than that of LS-MemNN, although the latter Technical Presentation WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020, Houston, TX, USA Figure 6 : The heat map of attention which is utilized to construct category embeddings. The color scale indicates the value of the weights, darker representing a higher weight and lighter a lower weight. The inside annotations use the format as "the visited times in long-term sessions / the visited times in short-term sessions". For example, "1 / 0" means this item has and only has been visited once before the current session. . employs more users' behavior data. But on Gowalla dataset, LS-MemNN achieves better performance than S-MemNN, which means the long-term sessions can make the model more robust. Even so, KA-MemNN delivers better performance than LS-MemNN since it can utilize both long-and short-term information and distinguish the importance of items in different sessions. Figure 4 shows the values of item-based Recall@20 and AUC for KA-MemNN across different number of dimensions with size K, and also shows the performances of KA-MemNN when it employs different aggregation operations, i.e., average pooling, weighted average pooling, and max pooling. Accordingly, we have two major observations. (1) a larger value of K can improve the performance since it increases the representation capability of the model. (2) weighted average pooling achieves the best performance compared to the other two aggregation operations, since it makes our model weight the items twice; the lower layer's weights are the linking strength between the items and the target user, and the upper layer's weights are the linking strength between the categories and the target user. This weighting mechanism depicts user-intention-item relations better and exploits the fully modeling capacity of HWU.
Influence of Hyper-parameters
Visualization of Attention
We sample two users from the datasets and visualize the attention between one selected category and the observed items, which belong to the category for each user. Then the attention heat maps on Tmall and Gowalla are shown as Figure 6 . We can observe that the frequently visited items usually obtain a relatively larger weight when generating their category embeddings. Also, the items, which are visited in a recent session, also have a larger impact on their category embeddings compared to previously visited items. This phenomena may be reasonable since category-specific users' preferences are reflected on the frequently visited items that belong to this category, and users' current intentions usually have a strong relation with recently visited items.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, to address the next-item recommendation problem, we took both user intentions and user preferences into consideration and proposed the KA-MemNN model to capture users' dynamic information in a more comprehensive way. Specifically, the degrees of intention tendencies and the representations of the items which are viewed by users were jointly utilized to form users' hierarchical representations. Then, by assembling an attention model, the representation of intentions and the relationship between intentions and items were personalized for each user. Finally, the experiments on real-world data validated that our model outperformed the stateof-the-art approaches with a significant margin in terms of Recall and AUC metrics. An interesting point of future work is that we can infuse users' search queries and discriminative behaviors to construct more informative user intentions [13] .
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